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Chairman, AICTE has approved the workshop as National Level Workshop approved by AICTE, New Delhi.
ABOUT THE INSTITUTIONS
Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology (CBIT) & Vignana Bharathi Institute of Technology (VBIT) are established in the year 2008 & 2009 successively, under the aegis of Bharathi Educational Society, Managed under the dynamic and inspiring Chairmanship of Sri V. Jaya Chandra Reddy and a fleet of dedicated Society members. The Main motto of establishing these Institutions is to serve the people of Rayalaseema Region of Andhra Pradesh by imparting value based education. Our faculty members play a key role in the development of our Institutes.

HIGHLIGHTS:
- AICTE Recognised
- Permanent Affiliation by JNTUA
- Recognised by UGC under the section 2(f) & 12(B)
- NBA Accredited
- NAAC Accredited
- Business Incubation Center from MSME
- QEEE Virtual Classes organized by IIT Professors
- APSSDC Skill Development Centre
- PMKVV Centre
- Consortium with VIT University, Vellore

COURSES OFFERED:
Diploma : Civil, EEE, ECE.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME:
Research Methodology is continuously evolving and dynamic in nature and arms the researchers with a broad outlook about the research. We intend to provide a platform for research intensive knowledge sharing. The Workshop aims to improve the research skills & competence amongst the researchers by putting impetus on their theoretical knowledge as well as by giving them training via plethora of learning modules aimed at improving research tactics of the participants.

OBJECTIVE OF THE PROGRAMME:
The chief objective of this workshop is to develop the research & analytical skills among researchers.

COURSE CONTENT
1. Introduction to Research Methodology, basics of Research & Types
2. Research Design, Sampling Design
3. Measurement and Scaling Techniques
4. Methods of Data Collection
5. Correlation and Regression Analysis
6. Statistical interference, Test of Hypothesis
7. Interpretation of Data
8. Multivariate Techniques

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
Prof. L.M. Patnaik
Honorary Professor - IISC, Bangalore & INSA Senior Scientist, Former Vice-Chancellor, Defence Institute Advanced Technology (Govt. of India, Ministry of Defence, DRDO) Deemed University, Pune

RESOURCE PERSONS
Prof. S.V. Satyanarayana
Professor, Dept. of Chemical Engineering Director, Research & Development, JNTU Anantapur, Anantapuramu.

Prof. Dr. D. Kumaran
Retd. Professor, Dept. of Education, University of Madras, Chennai.

Prof. K.L. Sarma
Retd. Professor, Dept. of Statistics, S.K.University, Anantapuramu

ELIGIBILITY TO PARTICIPATE
Registered Ph.D., Scholars of any recognized Indian university / research institute in any branch would be invited for this Workshop and faculty of any branch those who are interested may attend.

IMPORTANT DATES
Last Date to Register : 29th March 2016
Confirm Registration through e-mail : rmcbitvbit2k16@gmail.com

CONTACT INFORMATION:
For any further information Please contact :
Dr. P. Sambasivudu Cell : 9966276871
Mr. K. Ramamohan Reddy Cell : 9505106135